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Lian Li TR-5A - Digital
5.25" LCD Thermometer /
Fan Controller - Silver

Special Price

$49.95 was
$59.95
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Specifications
TR-5 Function Instruction
1. Temperature/ Fan Speed Display:
a. Press C key to switch between four different fan speed/ temperature displays. The switch order is as
follows: Fan1→Fan 2→Fan 3→Fan 4 For corresponding fans; CPU→VGA→SYS1→SYS2 for corresponding
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temperature sensors reading.
Note: Temperature range: 0 degrees to 99 degrees. Accuracy: +/-2 degree.
b. To switch between C and F temperature display modes with A key.
2. Fan Speed/ Temperature Alarm/ Date / Time Setting
By Press B key for 3 seconds, after the beep sound, you will be enter the setting mode, you can press B key to
switch to different functions in order, Fan 1to 4, Temperature Alarm CPU to SYS2, date, and time.
And only using A key to adjust the setting
a. Fan Speed adjustment:
As factory setting , all settings set to automatic, the fan speed will be automatically adjusted when
temperature changes. ( Fan 1  CPU /Fan 2  VGA/ FAN3  SYS1/ Fan4 SYS2). To adjust the fan speed
manually, hold the B key for 3 seconds, and after the beep sound, using A key to change the speed setting.
There are 6 modes; S-A (Automatic) to S-L (Low Speed) to S-1 to S-2 to S-3 to S-H (High Speed)
Note: when fan fail, the buzzer will start beeping, and the display backlight will turn into red, and start
flashing until the faulty has been removed. If the fan failed before the system power on, the TR-5 wont be
able to detect the fail fan.
b. Temperature Alarm Adjustment:
As Factory Setting, temperature alarm setting as CPU : 70C/158F; VGA: 60C/140F; SYS1&2: 50C/122F
The adjustment range from 40C/104F to 70C/194F
when the reading over the limit, the buzzer will start beeping, and the display backlight will turn into red, and
start flashing until the faulty has been removed.
Only Use DC 12V 0.45Amax 3pin fan.
c. Time Adjustment:
24-hour time display and perpetual calendar functions
a. Year adjustment: press B key→click B key 9 times until the characters of the year start flashing→press A key
to adjust
b. Month adjustment: press B key→click B key 10 times until the characters of the month start flashing→press
A key to adjust
c. Date adjustment: press B key→click B key 11 times until the characters of the date start flashing→press A
key to adjust
d. Hour adjustment: press B key→click B key 12 times until the characters of the date start flashing→press A
key to adjust
e. Minute adjustment: press B key→click B key 13 times until the characters of the date start flashing→press A
key to adjust
3. The module comprises HDD status indication function of the main board. HDD symbol will rotate while
receiving the reading signal of the HDD.
4. RESET
Press D key to reset to default settings
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Additional Information
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Brand

Lian-Li

SKU

TR-5A

Weight

2.0000

Color

Silver

Device Type

Fan Controller

Bay Size

5.25" Bay

Special Price

$49.95
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